Advancing science to improve health and security

The 6th world One Health Congress

- connects 1,500 professionals and advocates in the world’s premier conference for the worldwide One Health community
- fosters the exchange of new scientific insights and policy developments regarding all aspects of One Health
- advances science and improves health security by connecting One Health science with global health security policy
- offers keynote lectures by renowned experts, a series of special plenary sessions and 35 different parallel sessions to choose from
- provides a unique opportunity to meet and discuss with the world’s leading One Health experts
- Extra late breaker session on SARS-CoV-2 / COVID-19

Early bird registrations now open
- Deadline early bird fee: 31 March 2020

Late breaker and SARS-CoV-2 / COVID-19 abstract submissions now open
- Deadline on 1 May 2020, 23:59 CEST

Regular news and updates: www.worldonehealthcongress.org

Follow us #WOHC2020
EXTRA SESSION on SARS-CoV-2 / COVID-19

The SARS-CoV-2 / COVID-19 special session is specifically calling for abstracts with an emphasis on:

- Pathogenesis and clinical manifestations
- Virology and epidemiology
- Intervention strategies (diagnostics, vaccines, antivirals, antibodies and biological response modifiers)
- Clinical and outbreak management

**THURSDAY JUNE 18, 2020 (13:00-14:30)**

Abstract deadline May 1, 2020

---

**Call for late breaker abstracts**

SUBMIT YOUR LATE-BREAKING ABSTRACT TO THE 6TH WORLD ONE HEALTH CONGRESS!

The late-breaker category is exclusively devoted to novel and outstanding scientific discoveries, and aims at selecting abstracts with unique, high impact, ground breaking, innovative and newsworthy scientific data.

**THURSDAY JUNE 18, 2020 (10:45-12:15)**

Abstract deadline May 1, 2020

---

**Register now!**

www.worldonehealthcongress.org

**REGISTRATION FEES:**

**DELEGATE**  EARLY BIRD FEE UNTIL 31 MARCH 2020: € 695 (standard fee: € 850)

**STUDENT** (Up to Masters degree), EARLY BIRD FEE UNTIL 31 MARCH 2020: € 350 (standard fee: € 495)

Cancellation policy: In case of cancellation before 1 April 2020, OHP will refund the applicant 50% of the registration fee. On or after 1 April 2020, no refund will be payable to the applicant.

---

**CONGRESS PARTNERS**

- The Scottish Government
- Global Affairs Canada
- Affaires mondiales Canada

**GOLD SPONSORS**

- Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation
- Roche

**SILVER SPONSORS**

- ESWI
- gsk

**INSTITUTIONAL PARTNERS**

- IEIC
- JCI
- World Vaccine Organization
- One Health Organization
- University of Edinburgh
- University of Copenhagen
- University of Münster
- University of Cambridge
- University of Oxford
- University of Geneva

Follow us: 🐦 #WOHC2020

www.worldonehealthcongress.org